Cellular systems using adaptive antennas for spatial processing have been shown to provide an increase in capacity. When employing adaptive antennas, the standard approach to achieve capacity gain has been to maximize the link quality between the mobile and base station via optimum combining. This paper presents an alternative optimization approach based on jointly optimizing the adaptive antenna array to maximize the spatial and trunking efficiencies. An upper bound on the joint optimization was formulated to evaluate the capacity. Based on this upper bound, the effect of using adaptive antenna arrays to maximize the trunking efficiency was subsequently an outstanding issue. Monte Carlo simulations, substantiated with theoretical analysis, were used to evaluate this issue. Based on the analysis, utilizing the adaptive antennas to optimize trunking efficiency could increase the capacity by 2 to 4 times.
INTRODUCTION
The information age has accelerated the need for communications and the mobile society has brought about an everincreasing demand for access to untethered communications. Current wireless telephony services are dominated by the design constraints imposed by speech; whereas, the third generation systems are exploring concepts to handle mixed signal environments. The increase in demand and the ability to handle multimedia applications have increased the need to achieve greater spectral efficiency. To address these needs, spatial processing is being vigorously pursued in both academia and industry. Adaptive antennas are regarded by many within the industry as one component in meeting the service needs in future generation mobile networks [1, 2] . At issue is the method for utilizing adaptive antennas that will achieve the greatest performance benefit. Spectral efficiency, η S , is a primary measure of effectiveness for wireless services, which can be expressed as [3] η S = η B × η C × η T erlang/m 2 /Hz,
where η B is the bandwidth efficiency. Spatial efficiency, η C , provides a measure of the service's efficiency of providing traffic channels within a given area. Trunking efficiency, η T , as used in this paper, is a measure of the offered traffic per channel in the network. Spatial filtering for interference reduction (SFIR) and space division multiple access (SDMA) are current methods for utilizing adaptive antennas. Both methods affect η C to achieve an improvement in η S . SFIR and SDMA exploit spatial diversity between the signal of interest (SOI) and cochannel interfers by restricting signal reception to the directions that enhance the SOI's quality. For frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and/or time division multiple access (TDMA) systems, the method in which η C is influenced is distinct for each spatial processing technique. In FDMA/TDMA systems, frequency planning and cochannel reuse distances are central to network planning. SFIR is used to reduce the impact of cochannel interference from typically the first tier of cochannel cells, thereby allowing a reduction in the reuse distance for the same quality of service (QoS). On the other hand, SDMA allows multiple users to be assigned to the same traffic channel within a cell. Spatial diversity is again used to achieve the desired signal quality. The signal processing required is essentially the same for both methods, but the impact on η C can be significantly different, depending on the underlying assumptions used in the analysis. For code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, network frequency planning is less restrictive, but cochannel interference limits the capacity and therefore, spatial filtering can affect CDMA performance. An alternative approach for utilizing smart antenna arrays has been implemented commercially for CDMA/AMPS networks as reported in [4] . The method is based on adjusting each base station's (BS) antenna pattern in order to balance the traffic loads within each cell of the network. The antenna pattern is adjusted using phased array antennas at the BSs in the network, which are remotely configured by operators monitoring the traffic. Traffic channels available within the network are thereby more likely to be utilized and all cells in the network are less likely to exceed 100% loading. Therefore, the phased array is adapted to improve η T and thereby improve η S . In this paper, the impact on η S is investigated when adaptive antennas at the BSs in a cellular network are adapted dynamically to maximize η T . In Sections 3 and 4, the simulation model and corresponding results are presented. In order to obtain a point of validation for the simulation model, an analytical solution was obtained based on a 1D network topology, as derived in Appendix A. A comparison of the analytical and simulation results is summarized in Section 3.2. Figure 1 illustrates the concept for a three-cell network where each BS is equipped with an adaptive array. The hexagonal grid is used to illustrate the coverage region based on an omnidirectional antenna at each BS. Radius d 0 is the maximum radius to achieve the desired received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Radius d is the corresponding maximum radius when an adaptive array is employed. If the three mobile stations (MSs) request service at the same time, then BS-A needs to have three traffic channels available, assuming omnidirectional antennas, in order to avoid blocking a service request. Even if SDMA is employed, three FDMA, TDMA, and/or CDMA traffic channels are still likely to be required for the scenario depicted in the figure. This is due to the spatial correlation between the received signals being too large to allow the same traffic channel to service all three users. Adapting the antenna array to maximize η T , allows one traffic channel from each BS to be used to handle the offered traffic. Again, three orthogonal traffic channels are required, but with a 67% improvement in trunking efficiency at BS-A. Therefore, greater flexibility is provided to handle additional traffic.
A number of studies, both analytical and field, show that adaptive antennas can improve spectral efficiency. At issue is how the adaptive array can be used most effectively. As indicated by the simple example in the previous paragraph, maximizing η C may not always provide the best η S . Likewise, the converse is also true, maximizing η T does not ensure the best η S . Therefore, adapting the antenna array for the joint maximization of η T × η C seems appropriate. In Section 2, the concept of jointly optimizing the adaptive antenna array over η T × η C is developed further and an upper bound is formulated such that the capacity increase over an omnidirectional antenna can be evaluated. In order to evaluate the upper bound, the effect of using adaptive antenna arrays to maximize η T is required and is addressed in Sections 3 and 4 as indicated above.
JOINT OPTIMIZATION CONCEPT
A standard optimization strategy for adaptive antenna arrays to achieve spatial efficiency, max(η C ), is to mitigate the impact of channel impairments, by optimally combining the SOI's multipath components and by the suppression of cochannel interference. This is done independently for each MS assigned to the BS [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The adaptive antenna weights, W, at the BS are adapted to maximize the QoS for the SOI, S,
where SINR S is the signal-to-noise and interference ratio for signal S. Based on our research and the research of others [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , using this approach in conjunction with SFIR can achieve a reuse factor reduction from 7 to either 3 or 1, with a corresponding capacity increase of either 133% or 600%, respectively. The effectiveness of using an adaptive antenna for SDMA in an FDMA/TDMA system is somewhat less clear. From the results published in the literature [13, 14, 15, 20] , a capacity increase over SFIR of approximately 40%-20% is indicated. The lower capacities were achieved with an antenna array of approximately 4 elements, while the higher capacities typically required in excess of 8-element antenna arrays.
For CDMA-based systems, using an adaptive array can provide spatial diversity and reduce the impact of interference, especially under imperfect power control. Capacity and performance issues, when using adaptive antennas in CDMA based systems, have been addressed in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . Results in both [24, 25] indicate a 500% increase in capacity over an omnidirectional antenna using an antenna array of approximately 8 elements.
Using (2) to optimize the link quality between each BS to MS independently, appears to provide an increase in capacity regardless of the multiple access technique used by the cellular service. As indicated above, using (2) in conjunction with SFIR and/or SDMA maximizes η c , but it does not take into account the impact that the adaptive antenna array may have on η T . The following alternative approach, which optimizes the adaptive array to jointly maximize spatial efficiency and trunking efficiency, that is, max(η C × η T ), should achieve greater spectral efficiency. Letting n represent the number of signals of interest within the coverage region of b BSs, then the solution to max(η C × η T ) is based on adapting the weight matrix 
is the cardinality of the set of signals {S i } with their required QoS satisfied. The QoS is based on the outage probability, Pr(SINR ≤ γ), with the protection ratio γ. Equation (3) optimizes the adaptive array to maximize the number of signals that meet or exceed the desired QoS, that is, minimizes the blocking probability. Therefore, the solution to (3) maximizes spatial efficiency and trunking efficiency, max(η C × η T ). The direct implementation of (3) can be highly complex, since W * needs to be determined for each user in the network. As required by (3), this means determining W * for one user is dependent on the W * s for all the other users. The formulation does suggest a more tractable two-step approach: dynamically adapt the coverage region of the BS based on the spatial distribution of the MS and then employ SFIR and/or SDMA to enhance the QoS.
In order to evaluate the capacity increase provided by an adaptive antenna array optimized based on (3), an upper bound on max(η C × η T ) is formulated. A simple upper bound is given by
The first term in the bound, max(η C ), is based on using (2) to optimize the adaptive antenna weights. The corresponding capacity gains have been addressed in the literature, as reviewed above. Equality in (4) is unlikely, since η C and η T are not independent functions. As is evident from (3), tradeoffs are required in determining the optimal set of weights. In (2), the weights are optimized to maximize the SINR of each MS to BS assignment, with assignments typically made to minimize cochannel interference. In (3), this constraint is relaxed by allowing MSs to be assigned to BSs that require an increase in directional signal power and hence cause an increase in cochannel interference. The trade-off involves balancing the degradation in network performance caused by the increase in cochannel interference with the benefit of improved load balancing. This required trade-off is not reflected in the bound presented on the right-hand side of (4). In order to evaluate max(η T ), a simplified version of (3) is used,
where
is the cardinality of the set of signals {S i } within the network assigned to a BS, and D(BS j , MS i ) is a distance measure between the jth BS and the ith MS. Based on (5), the adaptive array is adapted to provide range extension. The range extension is then used to optimize the BS to MS assignment in order to minimize the blocked traffic, that is, min(n b ), where n b is the number of users blocked in the network. Alternatively, (5) can be viewed as maximizing the number of channels utilized by the network. In (5), the QoS is assumed sufficient, given that the MS is within distance d of the assigned BS. This imposes the requirement that cochannel interference is mitigated by either using orthogonal traffic channels, SFIR/SDMA, channel allocation to minimize interference, or some combination of the techniques to ensure that the required QoS is obtained. The solution for min(n b ) based on (5) always exists and, in general, the MS to BS assignment that achieves the min(n b ) is not unique. However, additional constraints could be imposed to obtain the solution that minimizes cochannel interference, power, and/or hand-off frequency. The optimization of (3) or (5) will be dependent on the multiple access technique(s) used for the service. For example, the downlink for a CDMA service requires simultaneous transmission to all users assigned to the BS in order to maintain orthogonal coding. Therefore, for CDMA the solution to W * in (5) can be viewed as a reshaping of the cell boundaries based on the traffic load (similar to the approach used in [4] ). The resulting trunking efficiency obtained for CDMA using this approach will most likely be different than optimizing W * for an individual MS, as may be possible in a FDMA/TDMA based service. A goal of the paper is to present a general upper bound. Tighter bounds could be obtained by utilizing system specific characteristics.
In evaluating max(η T ), there are two important issues:
(1) the feasible range for extending the BS coverage using an adaptive array, and (2) the spatial traffic model used in the evaluation. Based on the simulation results presented in [27] , using a circular adaptive antenna array at the BS could extend the coverage range by a factor of 2.8 or 5.5 with a 10-or 100-element antenna array, respectively. This conclusion is based on a 3
• scattering angle, path loss exponent of 4 and a single MS. An analytical study [28] , based on the match filter bound on the bit error rate probability, indicates the expected coverage range for a 10-element uniform linear array (ULA) is nearly double that of an omnidirectional antenna. The expectation is over variation in the angle spread and the pointing angle between the BS and MS. Based on these results, if the adaptive array is used solely to provide range extension, then a range increase from 1.5 to 2.5 seems feasible. Using the adaptive antenna array to achieve directional gain as well as spatial processing could incur an increase in the number of antenna elements required to obtain the desired performance.
In [29] , complex deployment scenarios are specified as test environments for third generation Universal Mobile Telecommunication System radio services, based on probabilistic models for user activity and user movement within the network coverage area. A mixture of packet-switched data services along with circuit-switched services at various data rates are considered. In third generation systems, one method for handling high data rate users is to use multiple channels to provide high capacity links [30, 31, 32] . Under these environments, spatially correlated traffic with a nonuniform spatial distribution is likely. In order to evaluate max(η T ) based on optimizing (5), the important aspect of the traffic deployment is the active users' spatial distribution. This distribution can be viewed as a random process (RP) governed by the probabilistic models of user activity, movement and service types. The traffic models used in the analysis are based on evaluating the RP at a given instant in time. Therefore, the traffic models are random variables (RV) that describe the location of active users within the network coverage region at an instant in time. Two traffic models were considered. The first traffic model was used to provide a baseline, with the users' traffic spatially independent and identically distributed (iid), with a uniform distribution over the network coverage region. The second traffic model was based on a stochastic model developed to describe cell load activity within a network [33] . Based on empirical data of cell load activity, statistical analysis was used to analyze the hypothesis that the logarithm of the cellular traffic can be described by a Gaussian distribution. The hypothesis was rejected for only a small percentage of cases. The standard deviation for the log-normal distribution, σ Tr , was determined based on the empirical data with most values ranging from 3 to 4 dB erlang. This empirical study was used in developing the second traffic model as discussed in Section 3.1.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In order to analyze the capacity enhancement based on using adaptive antennas to maximize the trunking efficiency, the conditional blocking rate probability density function (pdf), p Br (n b |d/d 0 ), was evaluated, where n b is the number of blocked users in the network and d/d 0 is the relative range extension provided by the adaptive antenna array over an 
Simulation model
Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the conditional blocking rate pdf, p Br The cells within the network could each support up to m traffic channels. The total traffic in the network at a given instant in time is n, where n = bmG c and G c is the offered traffic per channel in the network. Therefore, G c is the network trunking efficiency for which the corresponding blocking rate pdf is to be estimated. The analysis focuses on scenarios where sufficient channels are available in the network to service the users' requests, that is, 0 < G c ≤ 1 and examines the network's ability to be configured to provide coverage for the n users.
As indicated in Section 2, the user spatial distribution can impact the trunking efficiency. Because of this, two RVs were used to spatially distribute the MS traffic load: Traffic Model I and Traffic Model II. For Traffic Model I, the MSs were iid with a uniform distribution over the network coverage area. For Traffic Model II, the traffic load at each cell was iid with a log-normal distribution. The log-normal distribution was zero mean with standard deviation, σ Tr . The values of σ Tr used in the simulation were based on typical values reported in [33] . Based on the load distribution obtained using the log-normal RV, the combined traffic load over all b cell sites was normalized to equal n. The resulting traffic load within each cell was spatially iid, with a uniform distribution. The approach used for Traffic Model II was consistent with the stochastic traffic model developed in [33] as discussed in Section 2.
To estimate p Br (n b |d/d 0 ), multiple trials were performed using the same parameters, that is, the following parameters were fixed for each experiment: d/d 0 , m, G c , n, b , and the Traffic Model (I or II). For each trial in an experiment, the following steps were performed:
(1) distribute user traffic load within the network coverage region based on Traffic Model I or II; (2) assign MS to BS to achieve min(n b ); (3) determine number of users blocked, n b , and update histogram; (4) terminate experiment when the expected value of Pr Br (n b |d/d 0 ), for all n b was within ±0.01, with a 95% confidence.
Based on the trials performed for the experiment, p Br (n b | d/d 0 ) was then estimated. The assignment strategy, step 2, was the essential component in maximizing η T , by minimizing n b . The adaptive antenna weights were implicitly optimized based on (5). A heuristic was used to approximate min(n b ) and the details of the heuristic are given in Appandix B.
Simulation model validation based on 1D statistical analysis
In order to corroborate the results from the simulation model discussed in the previous section, statistical analysis was performed on a 1D network topology, Figure 2 . In Appendix A.1, the blocking rate cdf, the likelihood of the channels from adjacent cells being available to prevent blocking within their extended coverage region. An upper bound on the blocking rate cdf,
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.0, was formulated based on assuming that all m channels from the adjacent cells were available within their extended coverage region. Thereby, a lower bound on the number of blocked users was obtained. The derivation for (6) is given in Appendix A.2. For small values of G c and α, the bound should be tight, since the adjacent cells extended coverage region is small and the likelihood of an adjacent cell's channels being available to service the MSs within these regions is high. As either G c or α increases, the bound becomes less tight.
An estimate of the blocking rate cdf,
was also formulated, Appendix A.2. The estimate is based on assuming thatM channels from the adjacent cells were available in their extended coverage region, whereM is the expected number of available channels based on the level of user activity within the network. The analytical bound in (6) and analytical estimate in (7) were compared to the blocking rate probability estimates obtained by the simulation. In Figure 4 , the blocking rate cdfs are compared based on a 1D network topology with d/d 0 = 1.25, b = 10, m = 5, G c = 0.8, and n = 40. In Table 1 , the expected blocking rates, µ Br (n b |d/d 0 ), obtained by the three approaches are provided, based on the 1D network and for several values of range extension and user activity. The results obtained by the simulation were consistent with results obtained by both the bound and estimate.
RESULTS
Simulation results are presented in this section based on the Monte Carlo approach outlined in Section 3.1. In Figure 5 , (Figure 7a ), an order of magnitude improvement in GoS is obtained. By doubling the coverage range, all channels in the network are used to satisfy the offered traffic, G c = 1.0, on average. To achieve the same expected level of GoS with the standard cellular coverage, the offered traffic decreases to G c ≈ 0.4. Examining σ Br for the same pdfs (Figure 7b ), we can see that the slope of the σ Br (n b /n|d/d 0 = 2.0) graph dramatically falls off as G c decreases; whereas, the slope of σ Br (n b /n|d/d 0 = 1.0) is nearly constant, with a value exceeding 2% blocking. Therefore, if the blocking rate design criteria is based on a constraint to improve robustness, that is, µ + βσ, β > 0, then the impact on G c will be significantly less when range extension is employed.
Another interesting observation, based on Figure 7 , is the effect of trunking. Doubling the number of channels per BS (5 to 10 or 10 to 20) does not significantly impact the relative performance until G c drops below a certain level. Since the traffic load is not uniform over the network coverage region, MSs have a higher probability of being grouped within a region, that is, a hot spot. Adding additional channel capacity uniformly over the entire network does not solve the problem. On the other hand, with d/d 0 sufficiently large, channel capacity is available to handle the offered traffic, while reducing the number of channels at each BS.
To illustrate the impact on capacity, the desired GoS was set at a 2% blocking rate, with a 95% probability, Pr(n b /n ≤ 0.02) = 0.95. The estimated pdfs were then evaluated to determine the probability for each experiment conducted. The results are shown in Table 2 , based on the percentage of the maximum network capacity utilized, given that the specified GoS was satisfied. The maximum network capacity was the total number of channels available in the network (third column of the table). The results for both traffic models are shown in the table. The same trends as noted in the previous paragraphs can also be observed. That is, a significant improvement occurs in the capacity as d/d 0 increases and no significant change in the relative efficiency occurs when the number of trunks increases (m > 1 and log-normal traffic distribution). Again, focusing on σ Tr = 3 dB, for m = 5, 10, or 20 with a 50% extension in range, the capacity can be more than doubled. Extending the range by 250% results in a 100% utilization of the network resources, while still satisfying the specified GoS. Hence, a 4-fold capacity increase is achieved.
As evident from the results in Figure 6 and Table 2 , for the uniform traffic distribution, increasing the number of Table 2 : Percentage of the maximum capacity utilized by the network based on a GoS blocking probability of 2%. channels at each BS provides a relative improvement in performance, for all d/d 0 . For this traffic model, given that the BSs have a sufficient number of channels, load balancing provides only a marginal benefit. An economic benefit is possible, since fewer channels could be deployed at each BS to achieve the desired GoS. This benefit would need to be balanced against the complexity of implementing the algorithm to achieve load balancing. From the results in Figure 7 and Table 2 , for the nonuniform traffic distribution, a threshold is reached beyond which adding additional channels provides little or no relative improvement in performance. Under this condition, load balancing using adaptive antenna arrays to extend coverage range could provide a significant enhancement.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced an alternative method for optimizing the adaptive antenna arrays at the BSs in a cellular system. The method was based on adapting the array weights to maximize η C × η T . An upper bound was formulated for evaluating the impact on spectral efficiency. To assess the bound, the effectiveness of using an adaptive antenna array to maximize the trunking efficiency was evaluated. Monte Carlo simulations were used to evaluate the trunking efficiency and the corresponding impact on capacity. For a linear grid cellular system, both theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations were developed. The Monte Carlo simulations results were consistent with the theoretical results. Based on the simulation results for a 2D network with a uniform traffic distribution, the performance improvement gained by load balancing is dependent on the number of available channels at the BS. For the nonuniform traffic model, the results were significantly different. Over a 200% improvement in capacity was achieved when the adaptive antenna array was used to extend the coverage range by 50% and a 400% capacity improvement for a range extension of 250%. These results
were not dependent on the relative number of available channels at the BS. Based on (3) and (4), the full advantage of load balancing is achieved when excess spatial channels from one cell are utilized to support traffic activity in neighboring cells, such that the overall traffic carried by the network is increased.
A portion of the research presented in this paper appeared in [34] .
APPENDICES

A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS USING 1D NETWORK
The following 1D network model, as illustrated in where G c is the offered traffic per channel in the network. The approach used in the derivation was based on an instantaneous analysis of the network activity. Therefore, the dynamics of the user call activity were modeled as a lumped parameter, G c . The n users were assumed to be uniformly and independently distributed within the coverage region of the b cell sites.
A.1. Statistical analysis using 1D network topology and d/d
The blocking rate was evaluated by letting the RV n b represent the number of users not serviced within the network at a given instant in time. Then, using the model defined in the previous paragraph, a closed form solution was derived for 
Next, let r j be the set of combinations such that the number of blocked users in each combination is equal to j, that is,
Note that r i ∩r j = φ and
c k . Then, the blocking rate probability can be expressed as
where x k is the number of permutations for combination c k and y k is the corresponding probability for c k .
For each combination c k , x k is the number of unique ways the elements of c k may be reordered amongst the b cell sites, given by
where w ki represents the number of occurrences for a specific number of users, i, in c k . This can be expressed as
where | · | is the cardinality of a set. The probability that the combination c k occurs is
where q i is the a priori probability that a user is within the coverage range of cell site i. Since it is assumed that each cell has equal coverage area and that the n users are uniformly and independently distributed, each cell site is equiprobable, 
where the adjacent BSs provide M L and M R channels to regions L and R, respectively, and the cell i BS provides M C channels that can be used to provide service anywhere in the cell. The first term in (A.13) expresses the number of blocked users in region-C, which can only be serviced by the cell's BS. The second term expresses the number of blocked users in region-L, where the channels provided by the left adjacent BS are used in preference to those available from the cell's BS. The last term, in a similar fashion, determines the blocked users in region-R. The tightness of the blocking probability bound is dependent on the offered traffic, G c . For low values of G c , using M L = M C = M R = m is a reasonable assumption. For G c = 1, the bound is poor since the total number of channels available per cell is 3m and therefore will significantly underestimate the number of users blocked.
A better approximation for the blocking probability can be obtained. Instead of assuming that M L = M R = m, the number of channels available from adjacent BSs is conditioned on the expected activity in each cell, that is, n/b. Using the expected activity, the unallocated channels in each cell can be estimated byM
An estimate for the blocking probability, (P Br (n b |d/d 0 = (1.0 + α))) Est , can be obtained by using M L = M R =M, and M C = m in (A.13).
B. MS TO BS ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
Heuristic used to determine the MS to BS assignment in order to approximate min(n b ). Define: 
